KITCHEN TRENDS

SIZZLING KITCHENS
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Kitchens are leading the homeinnovation stakes and there are
plenty of exciting new developments
on the horizon. We asked experts
Lou Farrugia from Kellyville Kitchens
and Michael Kitchener from
Kitcheners Kitchens what features
their clients will soon be enjoying.
And, straight from Milan Design
Week, Simon Scott from Sydney
Kitchens dishes up some of the top
trends heading our way from the
design capitals of the world.
Everyone agrees there’s a focus on
natural elements and incorporating
more technology into the heart of
the home – the kitchen of the future
is an elegant and functional space.
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MICHAEL KITCHENER, KITCHENERS KITCHENS
It’s not just kitchen technology that’s improving, manufacturing technology is too. The choice of
materials now is so different to what was available five years ago – amazing grain, amazing texture
and feel – but the material is laminate. Another trend steadily on the rise is open-plan living;
people are blending the line between the living area and the kitchen, everything is merging.

LOU FARRUGIA, KELLYVILLE KITCHENS
For benchtops, the timeless appeal of natural stone such as granite and marble is still popular and
there’s a trend to using stone throughout the kitchen, not just for the benchtop. Think marble
splashbacks and islands predominantly made from natural stone.

SIMON SCOTT, SYDNEY KITCHENS

Reporting from Milan Design Week

There was a distinct resurgence in timber this year. Walnut and dark timbers featured dominantly,
juxtaposed with neutral tones of white or grey. It was also very stylishly mixed with pearlescent
metallic finishes in champagne or pewter.
The new innovation in automatic closing devices for large doors, lift-ups and drawers gave
kitchens the definite ‘wow’ factor. Glass shelving forming the bottom of the wall cabinets directed
LED lighting inside the cabinet and to the benchtop below.
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Custom designed and built joinery is making
waves says Scott, with appliances and
benchtops set at different heights to suit the
cook, providing improved ergonomics and
functionality. The trend of concealing
appliances and benchtops behind sliding doors
for greater aesthetics is still popular.
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